https://www.entsportslawjournal.com/29/volume/18/issue/1/
Articles
- Procedural Fairness in the International Tennis Federation’s Disciplinary Regime, by Ben Livings & Karolina Wlodarczak
Interventions
- An Analysis of the Service Provider’s Legal Duty to Make Reasonable Adjustments: The Little Mix Saga, by Stephen Bunbury
International Journal of Sport Communication, 13, no. 1 (March 2020)
https://journals.humankinetics.com/view/journals/ijsc/13/1/ijsc.13.issue-1.xml

Student Research

Industry Interview
- Interview With Florian Alt and Petros Parganas, Adidas Global Football, by Christos Anagnostopoulos, 22-27

Original Research
- Serena Williams: From Catsuit to Controversy, by Jessica Love & Lindsey Conlin Maxwell, 28-54
- Top Rated on Five Networks—and Nearly as Many Devices: The NFL, Social TV, Fantasy Sport, and the Ever-Present Second Screen, by Andrew C. Billings, Melvin Lewis, Kenon A. Brown & Qingru Xu, 55-76

Case Study
- Where Legends Are Made: A Case Study of an Advertising and Branding Campaign at the University of Alabama, by John Vincent, Jason W. Lee, Kevin Hull & John Hill, 97-128

Book Reviews
- Research Handbook on Good Governance, by Eddie T.C. Lam, 129-134
- CTE, Media, and the NFL: Framing a Public Health Crisis as a Football Epidemic, by Yoon Heo, 137-139
- Sport Teams, Fans, and Twitter: The Influence of Social Media on Relationships and Branding, by Jason W. Lee, 140-142

International Journal of Sport Communication, 13, no. 2 (June 2020)
https://journals.humankinetics.com/view/journals/ijsc/13/2/ijsc.13.issue-2.xml

Student Research
- Do Members of a Winning Soccer Team Engage in More Communication Than a Losing Team? A Single-Game Study of Two Competing Teams, by Colin D. McLaren & Kevin S. Spink, 145-156
- Place Your Bets: An Exploratory Study of Sports-Gambling Operators’ Use of Twitter for Relationship Marketing, by Emily Stadder & Michael L. Naraine, 157-180

Original Research
- Social Media Use Among Olympians and Sport Journalists in Hungary, by Agnes Kovacs, Tamas Doczi & Dunja Antunovic, 181-199
Looking for Information in All the Right Places? Outlet Types of Social Media Information and National Basketball Association Fan Desires, by Melvin Lewis, Kenon A. Brown, Samuel D. Hakim, Andrew C. Billings, & Carla H. Blakey, 200-220

Case Studies

- “You Had One Job!” A Case Study of Maladaptive Parasocial Interaction and Athlete Maltreatment in Virtual Spaces, by Jimmy Sanderson, Matthew Zimmerman, Sarah Stokowski & Alison Fridley, 221-238
- Identifying the Different Approaches in Use of Social Media Outlets: A Case Study of German Professional Sport Teams, by Fabian Kautz, Michael Schaffrath, & Alex C. Gang, 239-261

Book Reviews

- Personnel Economics in Sports, by Mark L. Howard, 269-271
- Routledge Handbook of Football Business and Management, by Braden Norris, 272-274
- ABC Sports: The Rise and Fall of Network Sports Television, by Ellen J. Staurowsky, 275-278
- Corpus Approaches to the Language of Sports: Texts, Media, Modalities, by Robert Kennedy, 279-286

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/36/17-18?nav=tocList

Special Issue: Beyond Twenty-Four Million Words: New Perspectives for IJHS Editors

Introduction

- Looking Backward and Forward from the 24-Million-Word Mark: A Managing Editor’s Perspective on The International Journal of the History of Sport in Transition, by Mark Dyreson, 1487-1500

New Perspectives Articles

- Cultural Transfer, Circulation, and Diffusion between Britain and Europe from the 1770s to the 1870s: The Case of Thoroughbred Horse-Racing and Breeding, by Mike Huggins, 1510-1530
- More than Fun and Games: Cell 16, Female Liberation, and Physical Competence, or Why Sport Matters, by Jaime Schultz, 1552-1573
- ‘Anomaly or Harbinger? Penn State’s 1935 Female ‘Letter “Man”’ and New Frontiers in the History of Women’s Intercollegiate Sport in the United States, by Tommy Slotcavage & Mark Dyreson, 1574-1611
Regular Articles
• Batting, Running, and ‘Burning’ in Early Modern Europe: A Contribution to the Debate on the Roots of Baseball, by Isak Lidström & Daniel Bjärsholm, 1612-1624
• The Feminization of Wrestling: The Origins of Female’s Wrestling in Nord-Pas-de-Calais, 1971–1987, by Guillaume Jomand, Aurélie Épron & Philippe Liotard, 1625-1641

Book Reviews
• Chuck Taylor, All Star: The True Story of the Man Behind the Most Famous Athletic Shoe in History, by Abe Aamidor, reviewed by Dabscheck Braham, 1642-1643
• Sport & Ireland: A History, by Paul Rouse, reviewed by Robert J. Lake, 1643-1645
• Learie Constantine and Race Relations in Britain and the Empire, by Jeffery Hill, reviewed by Malcolm MacLean, 1645-1647
• An Act of Bastardy - Rugby League Axes Its First Club: Glebe District Rugby League Football Club 1908 to 1929, by Max Solling, reviewed by Paul Mavroudis, 1647-1648

International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics, 12, no. 2 (2020)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/12/2?nav=tocList

Research Articles
• National recognition and power relations between states and sub-state governements in international sport, by Carlos Pulleiro Méndez, 189-205
• Perceptions of integrity in sport: insights into people’s relationship with sport, by Argyro Elisavet Manoli, Comille Bandura & Paul Downward 207-220
• Leadership, empowerment and coaching: how community sport coaches in the UK can effect behavioural change in disadvantaged youth through incrementally given roles of responsibility, by Philippe Crisp, 221-236
• The physical education and sport premium: Social justice autonomy and school sport policy in England, by David Meir & Thomas Fletcher, 237-253
• Gender inclusivity in sport? From value, to values, to actions, to equality for Canadian athletes, by Shawn H.E. Harmon, 255-268
• The Faroe Islands and the world society: the development of elite club football framed by commercial and local interests and international regulations, by Nicholas Satchwell & Ulrik Wagner, 269-285
• A comparative analysis of the aims of school sport in Spain and France from the point of view of the organization and its actors, by Yannick Hernández & Rodrigo Pardo, 287-303
• ‘Active integration’: sport clubs taking an active role in the integration of refugees, by Mark Doidge, Marc Keech & Elisa Sandri, 305-319

Country Profile
• The development of sport policy in Montenegro, by Marko Begović, 321-330

Book Review
• Sport in the Middle East: exploring politics and the societal impact, Sport, politics, and society in the Middle East, edited by Danyel Reiche & Tamir Sorek, London, Hurst, 2019, by Regina Weber, 331-332
International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 55, no. 2 (March 2020)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/55/2
Research Articles

- Global value added chains and the recruitment activities of European professional football teams, by Thijs A Velema, Han-Yu Wen & Yu-Kai Zhou, 127-146
- The capabilities and human rights of high performance athletes, by Andrew Adams & Emma Kavanagh, 147-168
- Sport as culture: Social class, styles of cultural consumption and sports participation in Canada, by Adam Gemar, 186-208
- It’s cold and there’s something to do: The changing geography of Canadian National Hockey League players’ hometowns, by Lisa Kaida & Peter Kitchen, 209-228
- Waves of simulation: Arguing authenticity in an era of surfing the hyperreal, by Michael Roberts & Jess Ponting, 229-246

Book Review

- Waves of Knowing: A Seascape Epistemology, reviewed by Nick Ford, 246-248

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 55, no. 3 (May 2020)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/55/3
Research Articles

- Invincible bodies: American sport media’s racialization of Black and white college football players, by Siduri J Haslerig, Rican Vue & Sara E Grummert, 272-290
- Sport in broader leisure lifestyles: An analysis of the professional sport consumer’s cultural engagement, by Adam Gemar, 291-309
- Being an athlete and being a young person: Technologies of the self in managing an athletic career in youth ice hockey in Finland, by Anna-Liisa Ojala, 310-326
- Muay Thai: Women, fighting, femininity, by Sharyn Graham Davies & Antje Deckert, 327-343
- ‘It’s not about disability, I want to win as many medals as possible’: The social construction of disability in high-performance coaching, by Robert C Townsend, Tabo Huntley, Christopher J Cushion & Hayley Fitzgerald, 344-360
- Running for Korea: Rethinking of sport migration and in/flexible citizenship, by Yeomi Choi, 361-379
International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 55, no. 4 (June 2020)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/55/4
Research Articles
- The confidence delusion: A sociological exploration of participants’ confidence in sport-for-development, by David S Scott, 383-398
- ‘Representing’ the voices of Fijian women rugby players: Working with power differentials in transformative research Yoko Kanemasu & Gyozo Molnar, 399-415
- In whom do we trust? The level and radius of social trust among sport club members, by Ulrike Burrmann, Sebastian Braun & Michael Mutz, 416-436
- Fast-track fisticuffs? An ethnographic exploration of time and white-collar boxing, by Edward J Wright, 437-452
- ‘A good girl is worth their weight in gold’: Gender relations in British horseracing, John Williams & Gavin Hall, 453-470
- ‘The Nordic female fighter’: Exploring women’s participation in mixed martial arts in Norway and Sweden, by Daniel Alsarve & Anne Tjønndal, 471-489
- He’s ours, not yours! Reinterpreting national identity in a post-socialist context, by Suncica Bartoluci & Mojca Doupona, 490-506

https://emergingsportstudies.ca/current-issue
Articles
- Games Who Gamble: Examining the Relationship Between Esports Spectatorship and Event Wagering, by Brett Abarbanel, Joseph Macey, Juho Hamari, & Rolando Rio Corley Melton
- The Contribution of Expert Coaches’ Experiential Knowledge in Understanding Punching Performance in Boxers, by Riki S. Lindsay & Seth M. Lenetsky
- Risk and Uncertainty in Youth Sport: A Philosophical Look at Specialization, by Douglas R. Hochstetler
- Physical Activity & The Sustainable Development Goals: A Public Healthy Approach Towards Advancing the Power of Movement, by Melissa Otterbein
Book Review
- Rowing Through the Barbed Wire Fence by Rima Karaliene, reviewed by Alec S. Hurley

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/91/2?nav=tocList
Departments: Editorial
- Weightlifting Should Not Be Taken Lightly: Do You Know What’s Happening in Your Gym?, by Dan Pohanka, 3-4
Departments: Viewpoint
- What’s Going on in College? by Murray Mitchell, 5-7

Articles
- A Team within a Team: Relating Coaching Concepts to Professional Learning Communities in Schools, by Zack Beddoes, Deb Sazama, Keven Prusak, Jenna Starck & Brock McMullen, 8-17
- Driveway Tennis: An Example of Sport Teaching via Games Making in Net/Court Games, by Shane Pill, Mitch Hewitt & Rick Baldock, 18-23
- Youth in Motion: Applying Theory and Best Practice to Enhance PETE/HETE Recruitment, Michelle E. Moosbrugger, 24-32
- Getting Competition under Control, by Charles A. Duncan & Ben Kern, 33-41
- Interscholastic Participation for Athletes with Disabilities Revisited: Are Today’s Programs Doing Enough?, by Francis M. Kozub & Amaury Samalot-Rivera, 42-51

Journal of Physical Education, Recreation & Dance, 91, no. 3 (2020)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/91/3?nav=tocList

Departments: Editorial
- A Professional Legacy Is a Journey: What Path Will You Travel?, Clancy M. Seymour, 3-4

Departments: Viewpoint
- Navigating History and Tradition while Creating and Designing, by Emily Jones, 5-7

Articles
- The Embodied Nature of Physical Literacy: Interconnectedness of Lived Experience and Meaning, by Elizabeth J. Durden-Myers, E.S. Meloche & Karamjeet K. Dhillon, 8-16
- Incorporating Nature-based Physical Activity in Physical and Health Education, by Jennifer Gruno & Sandra L. Gibbons, 26-34
- The Fit Family Challenge: A County-wide, Web-based Physical Activity Initiative, Stephanie R. McWilliams, Sean Bulger, Adam Keath & Eloise Elliott, 35-39
- A Dozen Reasons for Including Conceptual Physical Education in Quality Secondary School Programs, by Charles B. Corbin, Pamela Hodges Kulinna & Benjamin A. Sibley, 40-49

Departments: Teaching Tips
- Teaching Styles and the Inclusion of Students with Difficulties in Regular Physical Education, Editor: Ferman Konukman, Athanasia Chatzipanetil & Richard Dean, 50-52
- Enhancing Physical Education for Students with Vision Impairment and Preventing Retinal Detachment, Editor: Ferman Konukman, Colin G. Pennington & Lacie M. Webb Pennington
Departments: The Law and You: Recent Rulings from the Courts Affecting HPERD Professionals

Departments: Research into Practice
- How do some Black male student-athletes explore and plan for careers in sports and in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics?, *Editor: Kirk E. Mathias*, by Sheron L. Mark, 59-60

*Journal of Physical Education, Recreation & Dance, 91, no. 4 (2020)*
[https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/91/4?nav=tocList](https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/91/4?nav=tocList)

Departments: Editorial
- MC = MVPA, by Ryan S. Sacko, 3-4

Departments: Viewpoint
- Physical Activity as Play: How Active Living *Should* Be, by Tyler G. Johnson, 5-7

Articles
- Teacher Readiness in Adapted Physical Education: Teaching the “Able,” Not the “Lable”, by Laura E. Bruno, 14-21
- Optimizing Physical Activity during Non-Fitness-based Sport Education Seasons, by Steven Smart & Zachary Wahl-Alexander, 22-29
- Teaching Strategies for Beginning High School Students Afraid in Water, by Belinda Stillwell & Rubina Khatchaturian, 30-39
- A model for Collaboration to Ensure Feasibility and Effectiveness of Fitness Testing in a PK-12 Physical Education Setting, by Clancy M. Seymour, Kristin E. Finn & Karal F. Kozlowski, 40-45

Departments: Teaching Tips
- “Ten and Under Tennis” for ALL Age!, *Editor: Ferman Konukman*, by Lori Flick, 46-48

Departments: The Law and You: Recent Rulings from the Courts Affecting HPERD Professionals

Departments: Research into Practices
- Can Sport be a viable tool to supporting mental health in boys?, *Editor: Kirk E. Mathias*, by David T. Rolfe, 52

*Journal of Physical Education, Recreation & Dance, 91, no. 5 (2020)*
[https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/91/5?nav=tocList](https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/91/5?nav=tocList)

Departments: Viewpoint
- Provide and Protect the Essential Components, by Brent Heirdorn, 3-5
Articles

- Integrating the health.moves.minds. Program into PETE, by Jenny M. Linker & Joe Deutsch, 6-15
- Efficacy of School-based SEL Programs: Aligning with HEalht and Physical Education Standards, by Tan Leng Goh & Mary Connolly, 16-19
- Strengthening the Connection between Differentiated Instruction Strategies and Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility: Challenges, Strategies, and Future Pathways, by Marta Melo, Fernando Santos, Paul M. Wright, César Sá & Linda Saraiva, 28-36
- Core Practices for Preservice Teachers in Physical Education Teacher Education, by Phillip Ward, Kelsey Higginson & Kyuil Cho, 37-42
- Adapted Grading in Physical Education for Students with Disabilities, by Kristi Roth, 43-50

Departments: Teaching Tips

- Teaching Personal Protection and Safety to Middle School Students in Physical Education, Editor: Ferman Konukman, by Giovanna Follo, 55-56

Departments: The Law and You: Recent Rulings from the Courts Affecting HPERD Professionals

- Constitutionally Protected Free Speech, Editor: Thomas H. Sawyer, by Tonya L. Sawyer, 57-59

Departments: Research into Practices

- What is the association between adolescents’ frequency of social media use and physical activity and sleep adequacy?, Editor: Kirk E. Mathias, by Tana Otton, 60

Journal of Sport History, 46, no. 3 (2019)

https://journal.nassh.org/current-issue-journal-of-sport-history/

Articles

- Racialized Osteology and Athletic Aptitude, or "Black" Bones as Red Herrings, by Jaime Schultz, 325-346
- The California Surf Museum, by Scott A.G.M. Crawford, 396-398
• The International Tennis Hall of Fam, by Chelsea Jones, 399-401
• The Forgotten Legacy of Stella Walsh: The Greatest Female Athlete of Her Time, by Sheldon Anderson (review), by Cat Ariail, 402-403
• Australian Rules Football during the First World War by Dale Blair (review), by Micheal D. Warren, 404-405
• The Routledge History of American Sport ed. by Linda J. Borish, David K. Wiggins, and Gerald R. Gems (review), by Wray Vamplew, 405-406
• The Growth and Development of Sport in County Tipperary by Pat Bracken (review), by Craig Jones, 407-408
• Bare-Knuckle Britons and Fighting Irish: Boxing, Race, Religion and Nationality in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries by Adam Chill (review), by E. James West, 408-409
• London 2012 and the Post Olympics City: A Hollow Legacy? ed. by Phil Cohen and Paul Watt (review), by Silvestre Cirilo dos Santos Neto, 410-411
• How Football Began: A Global History of How the World’s Football Codes Were Born by Tony Collins (review), by Katrina Cohen Palacios, 411-412
• Undercurrents of Power: Aquatic Culture in the African Diaspora by Kevin Dawson (review), by Douglas Booth, 412-414
• Hopi Runners: Crossing the Terrain Between Indian and American by Matthew Sakiestewa Gilbert (review), by Tara Keegan, 414-415
• Muscles on Wheels: Louise Armaindo and the High-Wheel Races of Nine-teenth-Century America by M. Ann Hall (review), by L. Woten Rick, 416-417
• A History of Chinese Martial Arts ed. by Fuhua Huang and Fan Hong (review), by Gabe Logan, 417-419
• Horse Racing and British Society in the Long Eighteenth Century by Mike Huggins (review), by Frances Jurga, 419-420
• Contesting the Myths of Samurai Baseball: Cultural Representations of Japan’s National Pastime by Christopher T. Keaveney (review), by Leslie Heaphy, 420-421
• Gender, Athletes’ Rights, and the Court of Arbitration for Sport by Helen Jefferson Lenskyj (review), by Evan C. Rothera, 421-423
• Fit for America: Major John L. Griffith and the Quest for Athletics and Fitness by Matthew Lindaman (review), by Robert A. Bennett III, 423-424
• Modern Coliseum: Stadiums and American Culture by Benjamin Lisle (review), by Peter Marquis, 424-426
• I Fight for a Living: Boxing and the Battle for Black Manhood, 1880-1915 by Louis Moore (review), by Andrew Kettler, 426-428
• Sport in the African World, ed. by John Nauright and Mahfoud Amara (review), by Conor Heffernan, 428-429
• Walter Camp and the Creation of American Football by Roger R. Tamte (review), by Clint McDuffie, 429-431
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2020

- Beyond Boycotts: Sport during the Cold War in Europe ed. by Philippe Vonnard, Nicola Sbetti & Grégory Quin (review), by Russ Crawford, 432-434
- Breaking Babe Ruth: Baseball’s Campaign against Its Biggest Star by Edmund F. Wehrle (review), by Elizabeth O’Connell Gennari, 434-435
- Football and Literature in South America by David Wood (review), by Alejandro González Landeros, 435-436

Journal of Sports Economics, 21, no. 4 (May 2020)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/21/4
Articles

- Firm-Level Economic Activity Before, During, and After Local Events: A Case Study, by Craig A. Depken, II & Benjamin L. Fore, 327-334
- Dealing With Randomness in Match Outcomes: How to Rethink Performance Evaluation in European Club Football Using Expected Goals, by Marc Brechot & Raphael Flepp, 335-362
- NCAA Expenditure and Efficiency: Analyzing Generated and Allocated Revenue in the Football Bowl Subdivision, by R. Todd Jewell, 363-390
- Impacts of Performance-Enhancing Drug Suspensions on the Demand for Major League Baseball, by Jeffrey Cisyk, 391-419
- Measuring Customer Discrimination: Evidence From the Professional Cricket League in India, by Pramod Kumar Sur & Masaru Sasaki, 420-448

Journal of Sports Economics, 21, no. 5 (June 2020)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/21/5
Articles

- Does Proximity to a New Sports Facility Affect Existing Businesses’ Survival Time?, by Geoffrey Propheter, 451-476
- Rivalries, Bowl Eligibility, and Scheduling Effects in College Football, by Jason A. Winfree, 477-492
- Defensive Coordinator and Head Coach Effects on Team Defensive Performance in the National Football League, by Joshua D. Pitts & Brent A. Evans, 493-524
- When to Walk Away and When to Risk It All, by Scott DeAngelis & W. Kip Viscusi, 525-548
Journal of Sport and Social Issues, 44, no. 3 (June 2020)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jssa/44/3
Articles
- Domestic Violence in Sport: Complexities and Ethical Issues for Psychologists, by Ryan Sliwak, Sandra Lee, & Noelany Pelope, 199-213
- Examining Athlete Ally Through Resource Mobilization Theory, by Samuel H. Schmidt, Meg H. Hancock, Evan L. Frederick, Mary A. Hums, & Meera Alagaraja, 214-243
- Breaking Coaching’s Rules: Transforming the Body, Sport, and Performance, by Joseph Mills, Jim Denison, & Brian Gearing, 244-260
- “It Might Also Be Good for Your Brain”: Cognitive and Social Benefits That Motivate Parents to Permit Youth Tackle Football, by Joseph McGlynn, Rebecca D. Boneau, & Brian K. Richardson, 261-282
- Whatsapp Sport: Using Whatsapp While Viewing Sports Events, by Ilan Tamir, 283-296

Physical Culture and Sport, 86, no. 1 (June 2020)
https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/pcssr/86/1/pcssr.86.issue-1.xml
Articles
- Using Esports Efficiently to Enhance and Extend Brand Perceptions – A Literature Review, by Joey Gawrysiak, Rick Burton, Seth Jenny & Dylan Williams, 1-14
- Hungarian Adaptation of the Sport Commitment Questionnaire-2 and Test of an Expanded Model with Psychological Variables, by Tamás Berki, Bettina F. Piko & Randy M. Page, 15-26
- Temperament of Track Cyclists and Their Stress of During a Sports Performance, by Aleksandra Samełko & Grzegorz Tomaszewski, 27-36
- The Movement and Sport Science in Italy Towards the European Research Council, by Gaetano Raiola, 37-48
- The Effective Factors on Knowledge Management in Universities from Physical Education Instructors’ Viewpoints, by Shahram Shafiee, Mojtaba Eskandaripour & Samira Soltani, 49-65
- Future Drivers of Leisure Time Physical Activity in Iran, by Ali Ziaee, Najaf Aghaei, Marjan Saffari, Reza Yousefi Zenouz & Ivo van Hilvoorde, 66-80

Soccer and Society, 21, no. 3 (2020)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/21/3?nav=tocList
Articles
- Club members in German professional football and their attitude towards the ‘50+1 Rule’ – A stakeholder-oriented analysis, by Sebastian Björn Bauers, Joachim Lammert, Axel Faix & Gregor Hovemann, 274-288
- Sea-level playing fields: an exploration of the histories of beach soccer and its practices within one specific context, the Australian beach, by Lee McGowan, E. Ellison & M. Lastella, 289-298
Identification with the women’s national soccer in Germany: do gender role orientations matter?, by Henk Erik Meier, Mara Konjer & Bernd Strauß, 299-315

Playing fairly: the satiric tradition in football fiction from Latin America, by Shawn Stein, 316-328

The UEFA Champions League: a political myth?, by Arne Niemann & Alexander Brand, 329-343

Playing the odds: The rise of soccer betting houses as a livelihood option in Harare, Zimbabwe, by Manase Kudzai Chiweshe, 344-355

‘One hell of a player’ the social construction of the early career of Lionel Messi: towards a sociological analysis, by Fernando Segura Millan Trejo & John Williams, 356-370

Book Reviews

Youth sport, migration and culture: two football teams and the changing face of Ireland

Following the Ball: The Migration of African Soccer Players across the Portuguese Colonial Empire, 1949-1975, reviewed by Jake Fredericks, 373-376

Female football players & fans – Intruding into a man’s world

Soccer and Society, 21, no. 4 (2020)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/21/4?nav=tocList

Introduction

Introduction, by Gary James, 379-380

Original Articles

What about the South? A case study of soccer’s early development in Winchester, by Ian Denness, 381-394

‘Many details remain sketchy’: revealing the ‘truth’ behind the origins and formation of Stoke City Football Club, by Martyn Dean Cooke, 395-407

The TuS Fortschritt Magdeburg-Neustadt (soccer section) in the GDR – an example of amateur socialist sport, by Kai Reinhart & Benedict Wichmann, 408-420

Looking at action: a visual approach to nineteenth-century football history in the Netherlands, by Jan Luitzen & Wim Zonneveld, 421-432

From Ardara Emeralds to Ardara FC: soccer in Ardara, County Donegal, 1891-1995, by Conor Curran, 433-447

Walker Dan – Newcastle fan. One perspective of the changes in elite English football during the 1990s, by Paul Goad, Kevin Dixon & Tom Gibbons, 448-460

Reviewing football history through the UK Web Archive, by Helena Byrne, 461-474

Becoming a business: an environmental, transitional and organisational analysis of Bradford and Queen’s Park Football Clubs before 1914, by John Dewhirst & Wray Vamplew, 475-490
Soccer and Society, 21, no. 5 (2020)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/21/5?nav=tocList
Research Articles
• Female football players: encountering physical capital in mixed-sex football, by Kate Themen, 510-521
• Soccer and hometown associations of Mexican migrants in Chicago: the case of San Rafael, by Franco Bavoni, 522-534
• Grassroots diplomacy through coach education: Americans, Jordanians and Tajiks, by Lindsey C. Blom, Paz A. Magat & Heather L. Dichter, 535-550
• The organization of club football in Denmark – a contemporary profile, by Søren Bennike, Rasmus K. Storm, Johan Michael Wikman & Laila S. Ottesen, 551-571
• Stadiums vs fan zones. The influence of attending place on UEFA Euro 2016’s host cities’ image, by Christopher Hautbois, Mathieu Djaballah & Michel Desbordes, 572-583
• Assessing the community beliefs about the corporate social responsibility practices of professional football clubs in China, by Dongfeng Liu & Eric C. Schwarz, 584-601
• ‘Imitating the epic battles of old’: Uppingham football, 1853–1889, by Malcolm Tozer, 602-621

Opinion
• “FIFA-gate”: an opportunity to clean up international sports governance, by Emmanuel Bayle, 622-623

Sociology of Sport Journal, 37, no. 2 (June 2020)
https://journals.humankinetics.com/view/journals/ssj/37/1/ssj.37.issue-1.xml
Articles
• Decolonizing Sport Science: High Performance Sport, Indigenous Cultures, and Women's Rugby, by Holly Thorpe, Julie Brice and Anna Rolleston, 73–84
• “The Stories That Will Make a Difference Aren’t the Easy Ones”: Outdoor Recreation, the Wilderness Ideal, and Complicating Settler Mobility, by Jason Laurendeau, 85–95
• The Uses of Running: Urban Homelessness, Creative Initiatives, and “Recovery” in the Neoliberal City, by Bryan C. Clift, 96–107
• Blazing a New Trail: The Role of Communication Technology in Women’s Mountain Biking, by Karen McCormack, 117–124

Sports Participation and Attitudes Toward Race and Ethnicity: A Study of Twelfth-Grade Students in the United States, by Bryan E. Denham, 143–151

Book Reviews

- **Sport and Technology: An Actor-Network Theory Perspective**, by Bethany Geckle, 152–153
- **The Sportsworld of the Hanshin Tigers: Professional Baseball in Modern Japan**, by John Horne, 154–155
- **Women Sport Fans: Identification, Participation, Representation**, by Katharine W. Jones, 156–157
- **Skill Transmission, Sport and Tacit Knowledge: A Sociological Perspective**, by John Deidouss, 158–159
- **Mascot Nation: The Controversy Over Native American Representation in Sports**, by Rebecca A. Alt, 160–161

**Sport, Education and Society, 25, no. 4 (2020)**
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/25/4?nav=tocList

Articles

- Physical educator and/or health promoter? Constructing ‘healthiness’ and embodying a ‘healthy role model’ in secondary school physical education, by Sam Parkinson & Adam Burrows, 365-377
- Let’s do those 60 minutes! Children’s perceived landscape for daily physical activity, by Johan Högman, Christian Augustsson & Pernilla Hedström, 395-408
- From silos to crossing borders in physical education, by Justen P. O’Connor & Mike Jess, 409-422
- ‘I became a teacher that respects the kids’ voices’: challenges and facilitators pre-service teachers faced in learning an activist approach, by Carla Luguetti & Kimberly L. Oliver, 423-435
- Parent-created educational practices and conditions for players’ political socialisation in competitive youth games: a player perspective on parents’ behaviour in grassroots soccer., by Erik Andersson, 436-448
- The role of sport (and sporting stories) in a family’s navigation of identity and meaning, by Holly B. Cooper & Thomas K. Ewing, 449-462
- Humour, masculinities and youth sport coaching: ‘Good morning, ladies!’, by Adi Adams, 463-474
Book Reviews


*Sport, Education and Society, 25, no. 5 (2020)*
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/25/5?nav=tocList

Articles

- The constitution of the ‘able’ and ‘less able’ student in physical education in Norway, by Erik Aasland, Kristin Walseth & Gunn Engelsrud, 479-492
- Reproduction in physical education, society and culture: the physical education curriculum and stratification of social class in England, by Stuart Whigham, Michael Hobson, John Batten & Adam J White, 493-506
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